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Background
It is a common bridge maintenance activity, particularly on timber bridges, to replace piles
or strengthen the substructure using piles replicating the original pile details.
Traditionally, such bridge maintenance piling works have often had little design control,
even if the new piles resulted in significant design modifications to the piers and
abutments. Geotechnical investigations have rarely been carried out. Pile driving criteria
have rarely been provided, other than to match the existing contract levels (e.g. as marked
on the existing piles).
Furthermore, new timber piles have been driven in close proximity or even in contact with
the existing piles. Because driven timber piles are displacement piles, damage and other
problems can result from interference of the new with the old piles. Loss of capacity may
also occur due to pile group effects (depending on spacing). The new piles need to be
driven clear of the old piles, including the buried stubs of old piles.
Current Position
A standard RTA policy is required for bridge maintenance piling works, consistent with
the Australian Bridge Design Code (ABDC), also known as ’92 AUSTROADS Bridge
Design Code (amended 1996), and AS 2159 Piling – Design and Installation.
Limits need to be placed on pile spacing, to minimise both the risks associated with driving
piles in close proximity and with group effects on load capacity. These limits should be
consistent with ABDC and AS 2159 requirements for displacement piles.
Significant structural modifications to bridges need to be supported by certified structural
designs, including geotechnical investigations as appropriate. These should be fully
documented by registered design sketches and works as executed drawings, with these
records kept permanently.
Action Required
The following policy is to be adopted:
1.

All bridge maintenance piling works and all significant structural modifications to
bridges must be in accordance with a structural design, or instructions, certified by
a structural engineer experienced in bridge design.
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